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13 January 1956

Ref. WD066.47

The NOmorable whiting Allow
hr. Janes $14, Brosnan
c/o Canonry Toungmen & Rowe
1511 K street, 14.W.
Wiyatington, D. C.

Cent/seem

As you know, the Civil Air	 stains has eurrently in contemplation
a reduction in the fleet of 04t6 eireraft /mhieh it sow operates from sixteen
to thirteen* involving the dispenal 4 the airline of *imp such aircraft.
Xoui or Itri Common on your behalf/ have ampressed it the put an interest
in acquiriva this type of firer/eft if end When the airline detandned
dispose of evy of thee. We socordingly would appreciate Uric* iron you
within the next the airs as to whether you wish to pches. WV three of
the sixteen C-Iida nu awned and operated by the sir	 at the follemebei
prices, which we consider to be the present fair market value of theft air.
craft, es is where Is in rormasa. Term are cash or irrevocable letter of
credit.

C.461) - unmodified . $15,000

C46D . modified* cargo - $00,000

C.461) . modified plush, passenger • $125,000

0.46F . cargo. #104000.

It is to be understood that ma do sot consider the sale of three C..46 sir.
croft to coostitute we euhatantial pert" of the siesta of the airline within
the terms of the so.called 'Tint refusal,' which you hold in the event that
the airline determines to sell *II or snbs	 all of its aesets at
commercial sale, and the foregoing quotations we not to be interpreted as
a coneemeittltv us that this sale falls within the tarns of the first retinal
or as en offer in aomplisnoe therewith.

Please advise us promptly or at spy rate within five day* if you wish to
purchase those aircraft.

Tours vow truly,

CADmv	 Corse A. Cools, Jr.
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